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CHAPTER DIRECTORS
JOE & JACKIE WOODMANSEE
August is here already with plenty of riding season left in Ohio. I want to
thank everyone, including my significant other Jackie, for taking care of the
meeting last month and for helping on the $5.00 picnic ride. Chapter B is the
BEST. I understand everyone enjoyed the Picnic Ride to Mingo Park in
Delaware, OH. Thanks to everyone who helped out at the Shiloh Ox Roast and
to everyone who rode in the Parade and the Wooster Teddy Bear ride. Clearly,
Jackie and I missed out on a lot of fun. We made it to the Midnight Fun Run
last Saturday Evening. the weather cooperated and we all had a great time.
Thanks to Larry Steinhilber for planning the awesome route and thanks to our friends from Chapter I for joining
the fun.
Saturday was the Chapter B Progressive Dinner and the weather cooperated beautifully. We always seem to have a
great time. We gathered at the north end of the Richland Mall with the first group leaving at 1:15 pm.
Our next gathering is August 17 followed by our Annual Teddy Bear Ride except this year it will be children's
story books, coloring books, games, etc. Due to many children having allergies, the hospital requested we not
bring stuffed animals.



Labor Day weekend ride to Frankenmuth, MI. August 30, 31 and September 1.
September 11-14 is the Region D Rally/Convention in Kendallville, IN.

Thanks again to Chapter B for all your kind words and prayers during my layoff. I feel much better and want to do
some riding.

Joe and Jackie
Chapter B Directors
"B" Part of the Journey

ASS’T CHAPTER DIRECTORS
Randy & Linda Porter
I know you have heard this before, but it is AUGUST....Where has the
time gone? We complain that winter is long and wait patiently for
spring, which finally came and then sprung right into summer. But
whoa, please summer; don't go so fast that we tumble into fall. When I
look at my calendar, it isn't just going to tumble; it is going to run fast.
Had a great time at Granny's last week with the Chapter B family and
Chapter I family. If you weren't able to come, you missed great food,
ride, games and lots of fun. By the time you receive the Newsletter we will have attended the Progressive
Dinner this weekend. The other big items I am looking forward to is the trip to Frankenmuth, Michigan and
then to Presque Isle, Pennsylvania. Looking forward to seeing many of you along the way at chapter
meetings, teddy bear ride, dinner rides and where ever life takes us.
It is getting closer and closer to the time when Randy and I will be taking over as your Chapter Directors.
This is a little scary for us, as when we look back at the previous Chapter Directors, we know that we have
big shoes to fill. We will miss Joe and Jackie being up there, but know that they will be with all of us in
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support. As we look at what it takes to do the upcoming job, we know that we won't be able to do it without
ALL of your help. So, please know that we will be asking for it.
The sun is shining, the laundry is in the dryer, the beds are made, supper is planned, weeds are pulled but
there are still millions of things to be done. So, that is all for now – Ride Safely !!!! Enjoy

Summer !!!!
Ride safely....Enjoy the time and have fun.
Linda and Randy – ACD's

CHAPTER MOTORIST AWARENESS
Randy & Linda Porter
Hello Chapter B Family:

Marketing and Selling
We all must do it to make sure all of us are being protected. For
instance, I have a large sign in my front yard telling everyone to
WATCH OUT FOR MOTORCYCLES. I am pretty sure everyone
sees it as they drive by. I had two signs, however, one was taken. I am sure someone sees it where ever it is
located now.
Many of you put a magnetic sign on the rear of your car or pickup. It all helps us stay aware of
motorcycles. It is all part of the marketing project we can be part of. If we had a new product, we would try
to get the word out to everyone we know that we had a new product and wanted them to try it. So that is why
we are trying to tell everyone they need to watch for us on the bikes.
If we remind everyone they need to watch out for motorcycles it will be in their subconscious and
will help them think about it every time they are at a stop sign.
Marketing is something ALL of us should do to help make everyone aware motorcycles are out there
and that lives are at stake.
“Things turn out the best for the people who make the best of

the way things turn out.”

Motorist Awareness & Story Teller, Randy and Linda
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NEWSLETTER EDITORS
JIM & CAROL CULLER

The $5.00 picnic ride, after the July Meeting was a really good one.
Many thinks to Joe and Jackie’s daughter and son-in-law (and
granddaughter) – Carson, for being the hosts and cooks at the very nice
Delaware, Ohio City Park. The food was great; the ride there was a
really good one. (I didn’t know it could take that long to get to
Delaware). The park had a nice, big skate park with some skate boarders
and a couple of young guys on B MX bikes that were very talented.
Lon Leapley called to remind us of the Crawford County Humane Society Fund Raiser “Hogs for Dogs”
on Sunday, August 24th. Chapter B has been a big supporter for the last few years and it’s always been a
good time. They usually have a really good ride setup and a lot of great prizes following the meal. Hope to
see everyone there. Flyers will be at the meeting.
There was a great turnout from the Chapter B” Helpers” at the Shiloh Ox Roast on July 25th. The two hours
went by pretty fast, because we stayed busy during the whole time. On Saturday, we had four trikes and
three bikes in the Ox Roast Parade. Not bad considering the threat of rain that day. Thanks to everyone who
showed up in support of the event.
Midnight Fun Run was well attended (again, considering the weather forecast). There were probably
twenty (20) bikes and trikes combined with quite a few of us in 4 wheelers. The staff at Granny’s always
does a fantastic job!! The food is great and they really make us feel welcome. The restaurant has good
meals, homemade pies and cobblers at reasonable prices. There are not enough words to thank them for
staying open and providing help for our event. That being said, we need to support their restaurant,
every chance we get to show our appreciation. Chapter B raised money for Harmony House and every
boy got at least one door prize. Charlie Lantz was the lucky guy who won the 50/50.
In this Newsletter (in Ted Strutz’s article) I placed faces of people on the motorcycles: Study them and
write them down. If you have them all written down (and correct) you will be put in a drawing at our
meeting on Sunday. Label them 1 (names) 2 (names) 3-(names) Then sign your name. Must come to
the meeting with them already written down. I will ask for them at the door.

SENIOR CHAPTER EDUCATORS
TED & JOYCE STRUTZ
Depending on your experience, skill, preparation and risk tolerance,
riding a motorcycle in the rain can be anything from frightening to
fun. In any case, it is at least more complicated, potentially more
hazardous, and afterward, your bike will need a bath.
Some riders avoid rain, but others, especially in areas with more
annual rainfall, learn to deal with it. And odds are if you ride long
and far enough, sooner or later you’ll be confronted with it,
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willingly or not.
If you think you may have to ride in rain, it helps if you think of it as essentially learning a whole new subset
of skills. Accepting it, and seeing it as a challenge, not necessarily a threat can also help.
And as eluded to, some riders actually like the rain. Nor are MotoGP races cancelled just because it’s raining
either, which proves rain is not an automatic no-go if you learn to work with the demands made on you and
your machine.
Covering up
If there is ever a time when most riders agree on the value of a full-face helmet, rain riding could be one.
Raindrops sting at speed, and storm winds can blow larger things out of
nowhere into your face.
Having suitable clothing is also vital. Many rain suits work well, especially
for lighter rain. Heavy precipitation will test any suit however, and even
some expensive designs can let water creep in if you let it.
Motorcyclist raingear has the extra job of fighting constant wind currents that
want to flow in and around the suit. Any opening – collar, sleeve, or pant
cuff – is an invitation for water to enter.
For example, even if you have a watertight coat and gauntlet gloves, air pressure can drive
rainwater down the gauntlets and into your sleeves. Some riders find tucking in the gloves
works better for their setup, and others do OK as long as their adjustments are tight. The
same goes around the neck. A high protruding collar or neck warmer can channel water in.
If planning a long trip, you might want to test your gear on a rainy day close to
home. Working out these issues can make the difference between actually
getting along fine with rain, and cursing the day.
And if you do get wet, whether it’s warm or cooler will affect how you’ll like it.
If heading toward rain, wearing a base layer that insulates when wet – like
polyester, fleece or wool – may help. When uncomfortable, you are distracted,
and more likely to make mistakes. But it is during inclement weather that all the
more focus is needed, so think of preparation as a word to the wise.
Traction
Rainwater makes even clean pavement less grippy and simultaneously prevents your
tires from warming up as quickly or as well.
What’s more, if it hasn’t rained lately, accumulated dirt and oils will form a slippery
film until they are washed off. This could take a while depending on how hard the
rain is falling.
And just as dry traction varies depending on the surface, so does wet. Some roads
offer surprisingly good wet traction and others surprisingly bad. It’s your job to
figure out which is which and everything in between!
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A way to test traction is to carefully and very briefly use the rear brake to the point of lock-up. This works in
the dry too, and is a better-than-nothing gauge based on how easily your tire breaks loose. Do it on a flat part
of the road – not on a crowned or cambered section, because the wheel will follow gravity and go out of line.
Hazard zones include repaired, or tarred pavement, old slick asphalt, some concrete surfaces, debris washed
onto the roadway, and intersections rippled or soaked with oil. Toll booths and concrete parking garages that
get wet, but never washed clean can also be sketchy. And watch out for railroad or trolley tracks, metal
grates, expansion joints, and plates, which grip like Teflon. Rail tracks hit on an angle can steer your front
wheel and instantly put you down. Likewise painted crosswalks and lines can be very slick when wet, offer
poor traction for cornering or braking, and it’s best to run over them when you’re vertical as well.
Naturally, on wet roads lowered speeds, and careful movements are the watchwords. Keeping a relaxed body
and not a death grip on the bars also lets the bike do its thing. Progressively use the brakes. Take turns and
accelerate smoothly. Going up a gear can help prevent spinning the rear wheel.
Hydroplaning is less likely for a motorcycle’s rounded tire than a car’s, but the wider the tire, or the faster
you go, the more you increase your chances of it happening. The sipes, or cuts in the treads, also need to be
deep enough.
Generally rain-oriented street tires have more sipes, and high performance street tires have fewer. Where
sport tires may partially overcome this otherwise handicap is the quality of their compounds. Just as in the
dry, softer rubber offers better traction than harder compounds.
Vision and Visibility
In lieu of wipers, Rain-X helps on the outside of the face shield, especially at speed.
Some sort of anti-fog may help on the inside. At lower speeds fogging and rain buildup
are more likely. Ratcheting the shield up a notch helps vent, and if you absolutely can’t
see through the rain, raising it so you can see either through or under it may do the trick
at low speed.
Eyewear with yellow or orange lenses may also help your visual acuity, especially for daytime rain riding.
If you have a fairing windshield, it should not be so high that you can’t peer over it. Think about trimming or
replacing it if you can’t.
Hi-visibility colors and reflective bits are better than black or neutral colors without reflection. If you fell on
the road, you would want to be easily identifiable as a human, not a piece of tarp or invisible.
Carve Out a Place
Try to maintain a safe following distance, and get away from drivers who want to tailgate. Sadly, many
drivers who tend to follow too closely will not suddenly amend their ways in the rain. A trick that may or
may not work is to look back for a moment, and put an open hand up to the tailgating driver. An alternate to
this is to make a one-handed pushing motion. Other riders find waving their hand back and forth, while
reaching behind, works. Some drivers may not realize they are risking a person’s life until you assertively but
politely wake them up to this reality.

Thunderstorms
It is not advisable to ride if you are where lightning is striking. Riders have been killed or knocked
unconscious while riding in lightning. The lucky ones wake up in a ditch. According to NASA, Florida has
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twice as many lightning-caused deaths and injuries than any other state. Other states with a high incidence of
lightning strikes are Georgia, Tennessee, North Carolina, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan,
Colorado and Texas. July is the peak month for lightning.
Wind
A motorcycle is like a little sail. Full fairings and lighter bikes are especially susceptible to side winds. Be
prepared to have to lean into the crosswind just to stay upright. But if leaning into the breeze, also be ready to
compensate if the crosswind abruptly stops. Alternately, some riders have been known to parallel cars or
larger vehicles to let them block extreme crosswinds. Be careful not to ride in anyone’s blind spot though, if
you try this.
Conclusion
A lot about how your rain riding experience goes is up to you. If, however, you are caught in a situation you
feel is too much to handle, find the nearest safe spot to pull over. Otherwise, proactively teaching yourself to
ride in the rain pushes back your fear threshold. Panic is the common denominator of all sorts of riderinduced crashes, so thinking about what you are doing, learning as you go, and not riding beyond the
capacity of you or your machine is key.
Ride smart...Ride safe
Ted & Joyce
AUGUST REPORT
Meeting Attendance
Other Seminar Activity
Seminar by Newsletter
Seminar at Meeting

68
0
125
68

Level I

37
13
6
3

Level III
Level IV

MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT
DEBBE STEINHILBER
Larry and I decided to eat a couple of the roast beef sandwiches at
Shiloh Friday night before it was Chapter B's turn to serve
sandwiches. When we got there around 6:30 pm the line was the
longest we had ever seen. Apparently the long line started around 5
and didn't begin to slow up until after 8:30 and then only slightly. The
rain stayed away and the crowd was hungry. Everyone was kept busy
right up to 10:15 pm when we were finally able to stop
serving. Despite being tired I believe everyone enjoyed themselves
like always. A big thank you to Bob and Rosemary Campbell of Chapter I in Wooster for pitching in and
helping to make the roast beef sandwiches. We really appreciated your help. We had hoped to go back to
Shiloh Saturday night for the parade but the rain kept us at home.
The car & bike show at Woodside Village Care Center on SR 95 in Mt. Gilead on Aug. 2 turned out great.
Some of Chapter B Members stopped before heading to the Mid-Nite Fun Run later that night.
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SUNSHINE LADY
PHYLLIS KERR
Hello everyone! Happy August!!
Chapter B Member “Tom Hartzler” of Wooster passed away on Friday,
July 25th. Cards can be sent to his wife, Sandy at: Sandy Hartzler, 876
Greensview Drive, Wooster, Ohio 44805. Let’s keep his family in our thoughts
and prayers.
Phyllis
COUPLE OF THE YEAR 2014 – DAN & PHYLLIS
KERR
Have a safe ride, CU on the road.

Dan & Phyllis

DINNER RIDE COORDINATORS
Al & CATHY NIGHSWANDER

Seven Strange but True Food facts:
1. Dynamite is made with peanuts.
2. The stickers on fruits and vegetables are safe to eat.
3. Before refrigerators, people put frogs in their milk to keep it
fresh.
4. The most expensive coffee is made from Civet (a cat sized
mammal) poop.
5. Honey never expires.
6. Worchester shire sauce is made from dissolved fish.
7. The FDA allows you to sell bugs and rodent hair for consumption.
What do we learn from these bits of info?…be very leery of what is in front of you to eat! Ask lots of
questions!!
Now here is where we will be riding to for our August dinner rides
August 13: The Corner Restaurant at 7980 E US Highway 224, Bloomville, Ohio 44818
419-983-5255
August 28: The Lin-Way restaurant at 1320 Cleveland Ave, Ashland, Ohio
419-281-8911
Ride Safe, Al and Cathy
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Ride Coordinator
Susan Kennedy

Chapter B has two great trips planned.
The Labor Day weekend ride (Sat. Aug. 30 & Sun. Aug. 31) will be a ride to
Frankenmuth, Michigan. Rooms have been reserved at America’s Best Value in
Birch Run, MI. the phone number to reserve is 989-624-4440 at a cost of $153.85 for
both nights which includes tax. You have until August 16th to claim a room. This hotel has a 24 hour
cancellation policy and provides a continental breakfast. At my last count I had 10 couples signed up for this
ride. Meeting time and place will be forthcoming.
The Leaf Ride weekend (Sat. Oct. 11 & Sun. Oct. 12) is to Presque Isle near Erie, PA.
I am
overwhelmed by the response to this ride as the first 15 rooms have already been taken at the Glass house
Inn! I have secured 15 rooms at the Clarion Hotel (which is close to the first hotel). The phone number to
reserve a room is 814-833-1116 at a cost of $84.99 which DOES NOT include tax. You have until
September 11th to claim a room. This hotel has a 24 hour cancellation policy and provides a continental
breakfast. This hotel has a boardroom they are will to allow us to use if we want to play cards later in the
evening.
Now the bad news: the Victorian Princess does not sail on Saturday Oct 11th so here is Plan B:
The Station Dinner Theatre in Erie, PA 264604 (the longest running dinner theatre in the U.S.A.)
34th Annual
"A Canterbury Feast"
The One, the Only, The ORIGINAL Medieval-Style Musical Comedy!
The meal consists of Soup, a whole stuffed chicken, bread, desert and drink for $31.00 each (senior) and we
eat with our hands. The price decreases the more we have in our group (example: 30 in group cost is then
$28.00 each) this is for the meal and the show!!!
Group reservations MUST be reserved by one person and paid in one payment. Later Add-ons are not
guaranteed to be together. No REFUNDS. So, if you are interested in this opportunity, please contact me at
419-512-4523 or slkennedyoh@yahoo.com or mail your check to Susan Kennedy 4781 State Route 309
Galion, OH 44833. I will be at the next meeting and will take your payment then, however, I must know now
if you plan to attend this feast to make the necessary reservations so we can all be together.
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AUGUST 2014 SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUES

CHAPTER “B” ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE
WED.

THURS

FRIDAY
1
Bd: Joan
Sautter

SAT.
2

3

4
Bd: Jerry
McAvoy
A: Don &
Amy Jones

5

6
A: Mike &
Judy Border

7
Bd: Kathy Smith
A: Don & Kathy
Smith

8

10

11

12

14
Bd: Ron Scheid

15

17
9am-Chapter B
Gathering and
MedCentral
Hospital Ride

18
Bd: Cindy
Long
Bd: Bryan
Stump

19
Bd: Phyllis
Barnette
Bd: Larry
Steinhilber

13
6pm – Corner
Restaurant,
Bloomville, Oh
Meet Richland
Mall 5 pm
20

22

23
Bd: Ron Norris

24

25

26

21
A: John & Sheila
Pifer
A: John & Julie
Hochstetler
Bd: Cheryl Finley
28
6pm-Lin-Way,
Ashland, Ohio
Meet at Richland
Mall at 5 pm

29

30

27

31
LABOR DAY
WEEKEND
RIDE:
FRANKENMUTH
, MI

Bd…….1….Joan Sautter, 4200 C.R. 29, Galion, Ohio 44833
Bd:……4….Jerry McAvoy, 5858 Cty Rd 30, Mt. Gilead, Ohio 43338
Anniv…4….Don & Amy Jones, 3345 George Hawk Rd., Shelby, Ohio 44875
Anniv…6….Mike & Judy Border, 1360 Orchard Park Rd., Lexington, Ohio 44904
Bd….....7….Kathy Smith, 2145 Meadowood Drive, Mansfield, Ohio 44903
Anniv…7….Don & Kathy Smith, 2145 Meadowood Drive, Mansfield, Ohio 44903
Bd:……8….Sandy Hartzler, 876 Greensview Drive, Wooster, Ohio 44805
Bd……14….Ron Scheid, 20 Riverview Drive, Shelby, Ohio 44875
Bd……18….Cindy Long, 118 W. Church St., Galion, Ohio 44833
Bd……18….Bryan Stump, 109 Glenwood Heights, Mansfield, Ohio 44903
Bd……19…Phyllis Barnette, 10185 Pleasant Home Rd., West Salem, Ohio 44287
Bd……19…Larry Steinhilber, 5444 C. Rd. 57, Galion, Ohio 44833
Anniv...21…John & Sheila Pifer, 944 Stewart Rd. N, Mansfield, Ohio 44905
Anniv...21…John & Julie Hochstetler, 413 Cty Rd. 1302, Polk, Ohio 44866
Bd……21…Cheryl Finley, 605 St. Rt. 314 N., Mansfield, Ohio 44903
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9
1pm – Chapter B
Progressive
Dinner
Bd: Sandy
Hartzler
16

LABOR DAY
WEEKEND RIDE:
FRANKENMUTH,
MI

Open daily: 10:30 A.M. -9:00 P.M
(Feb.-Apr. & Sept.-Oct.)
10:30 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. (May-Aug.)
17 Church St. Shelby, Ohio

419-342-3201
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NORTH CENTRAL SECTION CHAPTERS
CHAPTER B: 3rd Sunday, 9:00A.M. Buffet Breakfast Gathering to follow. Liederkrantz 1001 Silver Lane Mansfield,
CD Joe & Jackie Woodmansee Ph. 419-683-3403 Email joecwood@hotmail.com
CHAPTER C3: 1st Saturday C-3 9AM Breakfast 9 AM Gathering Kartels Kitchen, 4741 Pearl Rd. (SR 42 S.)
Strongsville, Oh.
CD James (Dave) & Barb Hicks Ph. 216-509-4836 Email littldogs1@sbcglobal.net.
CHAPTER I: 2nd Saturday 5 PM Dinner 6 PM Gathering 2nd Saturday Ryans Family Steakhouse 3743 Burbank Rd,
Wooster, Oh. CD Bob & Becky Benjamin Ph. 330-276-5900 Email amishtrike@aol.com
CHAPTER P: Last Sunday, 8AM Breakfast 9AM Gathering, Panera Bread Restaurant Medina, Oh.
CD Ron Marcinko 330-416-1460 blk93wing@aol.com
Chapter V: 4th Saturday, 5:30 PM Supper 6PM – Beuhlers Restaurant , Ashland, Ohio
CD – Dennis & Cathy Carpenter 419-929-8385 firewing54@yahoo.com
CHAPTER W :2nd Sunday, 6PM Dinner, 7PM Gathering, . Burtch Insurance, 500 East Center St., Marion,
Ohio 6pm. 2nd Sun. of the month.
Pending CD – Bill & Sandra Spires 740-341-4240 wspires1@roadrunner.com

Chapter Directors
Joe & Jackie Woodmansee
619 E. Main Street
Crestline, Ohio 44827

MEETING: SUNDAY, AUGUST 17TH , 2014
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